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Presenting A Hopeful Future in new Children’s Book 
 

Houston, Texas – When award-winning author Tarif Youssef-Agha sat down to write his new 
children’s book about the ever-changing world his children are growing up in, the future looked 
grim.  He wanted to address the elephant in the room (the ones being killed for their tusks) and so 
much more. He wrote about the rainforests being cut down, the burning of fossil fuels, pollution in 
the oceans, pesticides killing bees, wars, homelessness and so much more. What he presented was 
enough to terrify a child leaving them with nightmares, and an excellent reason why Hollywood 
portrays aliens as wanting to eradicate human kind.  

That is when author Kathleen J. Shields came in to 
help. With a ton of brainstorming, back and forth 
writing discussions and some creatively positive 
outlooks, what came about was a hopeful and 
encouraging look at what our future could be.  

In the new children’s story book, “Alien’s 
Homework, The Ride is About to Start” Lalu, a 
young alien student is given a homework 
assignment to visit Earth and report back. What he 
presents is a beautiful world where all of our 
problems have been fixed and nature is flourishing. 
He shows what a thriving planet looks like, explains 
what the problem had been and what was done to 
fix it. It educates children about what they can do to 
help, instead of dooming them to a future that can’t 
be fixed. It is a story we hope everyone takes to heart as Earth is our home – and our home needs us.   
 

Alien’s Homework, The Picture Book -  44pg Paperback; $12.00;  978-1-956581-19-5 
Alien’s Homework, The Coloring Book -  44pg Paperback; $7.00;  978-1-956581-22-5 
 

For more information on these books, interested parties may visit 
www.ErinGoBraghPublishing.com or the author’s website at www.AuthorAgha.com  

 


